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Digital Design: Principles and Practices (4th Edition, Book only)Prentice Hall, 2005

	Appropriate for a first or second course in digital logic design. Blends academic precision and practical experience in an authoritative introduction to basic principles of digital design and practical requirements. With over 30 years of experience in both industrial and university settings, the author covers the most widespread logic design...
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The Truth About Being a LeaderFT Press, 2006

	Praise for The Truth About Being a Leader


	“If you ever met Dr. Otazo, you certainly would read her new Truth book. She is as she writes—engaging, pithy, memorable. Take ‘Truth 33: Questions Unite; Answers Divide.’ Now ain’t that the truth....
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Multiple Wiener-Itô Integrals: With Applications to Limit TheoremsSpringer, 2013

	The goal of this Lecture Note is to prove a new type of limit theorems for normalized sums of strongly dependent random variables that play an important role in probability theory or in statistical physics. Here non-linear functionals of stationary Gaussian fields are considered, and it is shown that the theory of Wiener–Itô...
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Trust-Based Selling: Finding and Keeping Customers for LifeApress, 2014

	The first year of developing a new sales territory or establishing new customers is a daunting task—especially in dog-eat-dog industries. The traditional advice is to train quickly on products, grab a customer list, start calling for appointments, discover opportunities, and close deals. In...
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Practical PHP and MySQL Website Databases: A Simplified Approach (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2013

	Practical PHP and MySQL Website Databases is a project-oriented book that demystifies building interactive, database-driven websites. The focus is on getting you up and running as quickly as possible. In the first two chapters you will set up your development and...
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Photographic and Descriptive Musculoskeletal Atlas of Chimpanzees: With Notes on the Attachments, Variations, Innervation, Function and Synonymy and Weight of the MusclesCRC Press, 2013

	Chimpanzees, including common chimpanzees and bonobos, are our closest living relatives. This book, which is the first photographic and descriptive musculoskeletal atlas of the genus Pan, adopts the same format as the photographic atlases of Gorilla and Hylobates previously published by the same authors. These three books...
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Design and Control of Workflow Processes: Business Process Management for the Service Industry (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2008

	The motivation behind the conception of this monograph was to advance scientific knowledge about the design and control of workflow processes. A workflow pr- ess (or workflow for short) is a specific type of business process, a way of or- nizing work and resources. Workflows are commonly found within large admin- trative organizations such as...
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React: Up & Running: Building Web ApplicationsO'Reilly, 2016

	Hit the ground running with React, the open-source technology from Facebook for building rich web applications fast. With this practical guide, Facebook web developer Stoyan Stefanov teaches you how to build components--React's basic building blocks--and organize them into maintainable, large-scale apps. If you're familiar with...
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Stem Cell and Gene-Based Therapy: Frontiers in Regenerative MedicineSpringer, 2005

	Regenerative medicine – stem cell and gene-based therapy – offers a new approach for restoring function of damaged organs and tissues. This is the first book to cover the major new aspects and field of regenerative medicine. This title is therefore a timely addition to the literature. It brings together the major approaches to...
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Data Mining: A Knowledge Discovery ApproachSpringer, 2007

	
		“If you torture the data long enough, Nature will confess,” said 1991 Nobel-winning economist
	
		Ronald Coase. The statement is still true. However, achieving this lofty goal is not easy. First,
	
		“long enough” may, in practice, be “too long” in many applications and thus unacceptable. Second,...
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Higher Categories and Homotopical Algebra (Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics)Cambridge University Press, 2019

	This book provides an introduction to modern homotopy theory through the lens of higher categories after Joyal and Lurie, giving access to methods used at the forefront of research in algebraic topology and algebraic geometry in the twenty-first century. The text starts from scratch - revisiting results from classical homotopy theory such as...
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Science Of StorytellingCollins, 2020

	If you want to write a novel or a script, read this book Sunday TimesThe best book on the craft of storytelling Ive ever read Matt HaigRarely has a book engrossed me more, and forced me to question everything Ive ever read, seen or written. A masterpiece Adam RutherfordWho would we be without storiesStories mould who we are, from our character...
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